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The present improvements, relating to brush 
manufacture generally, have more particular re 
gard to the manufacture of closely packed brushes 
of ?ne stranded or ?lamental material. How 
ever, as will appear, such improvements are not 
necessarily limited in their application to such 
or any particular type of brush, although the 
stranded material whereof the brush is made will 
require to be selected with a view to its adapt- 
ability to the novel method of manufacture in 
volved. » 

Heretofore in the manufacture of closely 
packed brushes of ?ne stranded or ?lamental ma 
terial one or the other of two well known methods 
has been employed. One such method involves 
folding over the brush material, the doubled 
strands then being held by some mechanical 
means such as a staple, retaining wire, or the like, 
with or without the assistance of an auxiliary 
binder or adhesive. The other method involves 
the setting of the ends of such stranded or ?la 
mental brush material assembled into desired 
form in a suitable binder such as an adhesive 
or cement which will harden upon drying or upon 
being subjected to other appropriate treatment. 
The use of the latter method has always in 

volved certain unavoidable difficulties. The 
binder employed must necessarily adhere to the 
individual strands of the brush material and 
therefore wet them, at some stage of manufac 
ture. However, particularly in the case of close 
ly packed stranded material such binder‘ is drawn 
up between the strands by capillarity so that if 
the binder is of such a nature that it will pene 
trate closely packed brush material there is a 
tendency for it to be drawn up far enough to 
render this method of manufacture unsatisfac 
tory, particularly in the case of short-trimmed 
brushes, and in any event the ‘brush material will 
be set in or retained by the binder to an uneven 
degree so that uniformity of product is difficult 
to attain. Also, the production of short-trimmed 
brushes in the past has involved the handling of 
short cuts of ?lamental material with attendant 
manufacturing dimculties which are avoided by 
use of our new method. When the strands or 
bristles are too short to be combed into parallel 
alignment it has been necessary to carefully cut, 
sort,’and stack such short bristles by hand prior 
to insertion in the brush back. By our new I 
method we are enabled to manufacture brushes 
with closely compacted but very short bristles in 
a substantially continuous process. 
‘Within recent years a number of synthetic 

plastics capable of being drawn in mono?lament 
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form have been made available for use as brush 
material. Such synthetic ?ber forming products 
include polymeric amides having a protein-like 
chemical structure known under the trade name 
“nylon,” vinyl resin ?bers, vinylidene chloride 
?bers and various synthetic rubber-like plastics. 
From the foregoing and other compounds thus. 
available in stranded form for use as brush ma 
terial, those characterized as thermoplastic may 
be utilized in the present improved method of 
brush manufacture. Such method is based on 
the discovery that by simply applying heat in the 
proper manner to the base of an assemled group 
or bundle of strands of such thermoplastic syn~ 

. I thetic filamental material the corresponding ends 
of the component strands are interfused and 
joined to form a secure bond for each such strand 
or ?lament. At the same time a more or less 
?exible base to which such strands or ?laments 
are permanently attached‘ is provided. A further 
important result is that the interfusion of such 
ends can be controlled so that the base thus 
formed is of uniform thickness (or thinness) 
throughout, with no consequential variation in 
the degree to which the component strands or 
?laments are bound together. In other words, 
the effect is entirely different from that where 
a binder such as referred to above is employed 
in that there is no excessive capillary action and 
in effect the resulting brush element is a unitary 
structure. 
Our present improved method ‘of making 

brushes is not limited to use to thermoplastic 
material such as described above for the stranded 
brush material, but may be utilized in the manu 
facture of dense brush-like structures capable of 
being circularized or similarly formed'where the 
brush material consists of ?ne wire strands. 
The present invention further comprehends the 

method of mounting brush-like structures pro 
duced as aforesaid, particularly when in circular 
or similar form so as to maintain the free ends 
of the stranded brush material in close relation 
ship one to the other as is desirable where the 
brush is to be utilized not merely as a brush in 
the ordinary sense but as a seal and/or load 
bearing device. 7 

To the accomplishment of the foregoing and 
related ends, said invention, then, consists of the 
steps and means hereinafter fully described and 
particularly pointed out in the claims. 
The annexed drawing and the following. de 

scription set forth in detail one method and one 
product exemplifying our invention, such dis 
closed procedure and product constituting, how-y 
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ever, but one of various applications of the prin 
ciple of our invention. 
In said annexed drawing: 
Fig. l is a perspective view, more or less dia 

grammatic in character, illustrating one way which the present improved method of brush 

manufacture may :be carried out, ;.such4 ?gure , 
including a perspective view of a brush element'as 
formed by such method; 

Fig. 2 is a central longitudinal section through 
an apparatus adapted to be used in carrying-out“ 
the present method, several accessory parts being 
shown in addition to those appearing -1; 

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of-a brush elementas 
produced by the present improved -method;;-_ 

Fig. 4 is a transverse section of such element 

11); . 

taken on the plane indicated by; lined-=4, Fig.1 3; - 
Fig. 5 is a side elevation of such element simi 

lar to that of Fig. 3 but showing the element-with ~ 
its base in ?exed condition; 
Fig.6 illustrates a plurality-0f elements-as as‘. 

sembled. tov form .a sorcalled brush. strip; . 
Fig.7 is‘ a'transverse section, of such brush 

strip. as. indicated bythe- line. '|-'-1, Fig. 6 ; 
Fig.3 is a view similar to, Fig. 6 but showing-a 

different method. of assembling suchbrush ele 
ments on. a supporting base or brush. back; 

Fig; 9 .isa central longitudinal section, simi 
lar to thatbiFig. 2,'through a modi?ed form of 
apparatus, adapted tov be .used in carrying out the 
present .; method . . of. manufacturing brush-like 

structures; . 
Fig; 10‘ .isa .side elevation with parts broken 

away to show the interior construction of a cir 
cular brush-like. structure made in accordance 
with our» improved method,‘ adapted‘ for use as a 
brush. seal for a bearing; 

Fig. 1l:is a transversesectionon. the line I l.-l l, 
Fig 10.:. 

Fig. 12 is a centralaxial view. of a typical bear 
ingcshowingrthe. manner in which .such brush 
like. structure is appliedlthereto .asa seal; and. 

Figs-=13. isa transverse sectional view of such 
bearing taken. through‘ said seal .as. indicated by 
the line-.l.3--l-3, Fig. 12. 

Referringmto. Figs. '1 and v2, . theindividual 
strands or ?laments-u utilized. to form‘ the present 
improved; brush element will be drawn closely 
compacted..parallel relation from theskeins- or 
reels . in. which .?lamental material. of .the. char. 
acter previously described is regularly supplied 
by. .the ,manufacturer. Such; stranded: or file 
mentalj .materialnsually comes. in the form-of a 
multiple. strand, _ the number of. individual strands -' 
01:1; ?laments. comprised therein varying. with-the. 
diameter,~_i. e. ?neness, of the individual strand.‘ _ 
TheLassemblebody- A "of strands dthus pro-, 

vided,_is carriedhusing such, supporting or guiding. 
meensiesmey- be necessary, to; a .pressl onthe 
Older pf. ihat;..i.11ustrated, mFigs. .1- and 2-; .As 
th§1BQLShQWnL such. . press. . comprises: simply two 
die-.lmemhers. 2. the ?rstof- whichis o'er. 
cinltocablysmovable within. a 5.10.1514 in the-second: 
8.0; yes/1110.. provide; a 1.rec.taneular;. die opening. 
through which the-assembledbodim of strands; 
isles; .It. will be‘ understand that. the; particular: 
shape of such die opening 4 maybevariedyde 
pendipgtilpqn theshdpe which it is desired, the 
?nishubiiush, element should take. By :altere 
nately ‘raising and-lowering die member; 2 the. 
pressure onthe-strandedbodyApmay be released; 
to. permit Such body to be advancedanyiprede 
termined .rdisltance, desired .and .then “tightly, 
clampedrzwithiathe dieopenina 

Asso?iat?dtyvith the forward face-of-the press. 
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thus composed of die members 2 and 3 is a shear 
ing blade 5 and a heated member 6, each of which 
is mounted so as to be capable of movement across 
and in close ?tting contact with such face. Since 
member 6 is heated, as indicated, its range of 
movement will desirably be such that it will nor 
mally lie clear of-zthe adjacent‘ press member, as 
illustrated in Fig.2. Said member-6 may be con 
veniently heated by electrical resistance wires 1 
‘suitably imbedded therein or in any other man 
ner as may befound desirable. 

Since the ends of the component strands or 
?ltmentsi-of body: A.:as initially assembled will 
be di?icult of alignment, the operation is intiated 
byadvancing such=body A through die opening 
Q until all of-the- component strands or ?laments 
project beyond-the forward face of the press. 
Thereupon die member 2 is moved downwardly 
sol-as tightly to compress the portion of such 
body A liying within opening 4 and the shear 
blade or~kniief5 ismoyed-tosever the projecting 
ends ‘of “the, component; strands. . 

Next...heat_ed- member, .6 is moved acrosszsuch‘; 
forward face; ofthediemembers and, the exposed. 
ends of. the strandsia comprised in the portionof 
body A thuswheld compressed indie‘. openingxlki 
The temperature at;which;;memb_er 6 :is main.» 
tained willpf course; very; with the particular. 
synthetic plastic;compound-whereof strands‘. I 
are. formed;butsucntemnerature will be sunr 
ciently high so that as a result of the movement.v 
of member; 6, as just described, across the exposed 
ends of the assembled, body Ofi strands: thelatter; 
will be rendered su?ic-iently plastic .to interiuse 
and form a thin layer ofthematenial tOqWhiCh’ 
each individual strand; composing; the body: is in-i 
tegrally joined.._, The effect, is very much like a 
searing action exceptgthat; the; composition». is .un- 
changed; the ends; of, thev brush .material- being 

f sealed instantly andjoined to form. a secure. bond 
for each component strand or ?lament... More-1 
over, the-thicknesszoi the bonding layer of; ma.-... 
terial , thus produced; can be; very accurately con:—-_ 
trolled, ;-it being; preferred that :suchthickness 

; should not greatlyexceed the diameter; of the: 
individual. ‘strands composing. theibrush». material. 
As. shown-,in;Fig,_ 2, .theheating member 6 is of. 
substantialzmass,:containing a number.- of heat 
ing elements: 1,, whereby; it may be maintained at, 
a proper temperature su?iciently? high thus, to 
interfuse, such endsof the- strands without dam:-v 
age thereto ;' during’ rapid, travel .1 thereacross. 
Thermoplastic,»~materials are damaged. ifysube; 
jected to-v too high temperatures; The. massoi 
such heatingmember?- is su?icient to provide; a 
substantial heat__-reservoir,with consequent ‘insige 
ni?cant lowering of" the temperature of such. 
member during the fusing-operations _ 
Thewnextstep ' in‘ the- operation. will- be to. raise‘ 

pressmember 2 so; as-to relieve, the pressure on 
the body of brush-material; held in ,dieopening4. 
Thereupon such body} is advanced; so as v‘to: prior 
ject- beyond. theiorward face of. the'press-a dis,-, 
tance equaLto that ‘which it is desired the strands. 
b which enter,’ into the ?nished brush element B 
shouldhave. Thebody ofv brush material is now 
again clampedjni-the press by. downward move 
ment of; die memberdg» following-whichrshear 
blade 5 is actuated-tocutoff .the‘projectingQQr 
tion, of the body, thus. producing thebrushsele 
ment .3 as illustrated 4 in; Fig.3 ,_1 wherein. the .com- ~ 
ponent~strandsb are individuallynnitaizily and» 
?rmly attachedto the base-Z3’ _~which-_ is shown; as, 
a thin, sheetelike - base having ‘appreciable ithick 
116.55» 
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The sequence of operations just described may 
thereupon be repeated inde?nitely until the 
stranded body A derived from a particular source 
(group of skeins or reels) is exhausted. Since 
the action of the heating member 6 is practically 
instantaneous, the sequence of operations may be 
repeated quite rapidly to form and sever from 
the stranded body A successive brush elements B. 
As indicated, the interiusion of the ends of the 

component strands b of such brush element can 
be very accurately controlled so as to provide a 
base b’ of uniform thickness or thinness. Where 
the brush element, and thus its base, is of rectan 
gular form, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (see also Figs. 
3 and 4), the thickness of said base will desirably 
be such as to render the same relatively rigid 
transversely of the element but ?exible longitudi 
nally of the latter. In other words, the element 
may be readily given a curvilinear form in its 
longitudinal direction, as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
On the other hand, as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 
7, such element is equally adaptable for assembly 
in a channel base C of the type used in the manu 
facture of so-called brush strip which as at pres 
ent made usually consists of a metal channel 
within which stranded brush material doubled 
about a retaining wire is held by compressing the 
side walls of the channel inwardly. Due to its 
condition of relative in?exibility transversely of 
the fusion produced base I)’ the present improved 
brush elements B may be directly seated in such 
channel C and upon similarly bending in the side 
walls 0 the element will be securely attached to 
the channel base C, as best shown in Fig. 7. Ac 
cordingly, by closely juxtaposing a series of ele 
ments B in such a channel base C, as shown in 
Fig. 6, a brush strip of inde?nite length may be 
produced, and since the elements B are ?exible 
in a longitudinal line the resulting brush strip 
may be similarly bent, if required, to ?t a curvi- ' 
linear support. 
Brush elements B are of course likewise adapt 

ed for direct attachment by adhesion of their 
bases b’ to any desired supporting base or back, 
as illustrated in Fig. 3, where a series of such ele- .; 
ments is shown attached by means of a layer of 
cement d to a block D which may consist of wood, 
metal or any other suitable material. Inasmuch 
as the bases 17’ of the brush elements B consti 
tute an integument for the corresponding ends 
of the component strands of brush material in 
such element, the cement or other adhesive thus 
used to attach the elements to support D will 
not penetrate between the ?laments or even come 
in contact therewith. Accordingly, none of the 
hereinbefore mentioned di?iculty attending the 
use of a cement or like binder is involved. 

It should be pointed out that if desired the 
brush elements where assembled in a channel C 
to form a brush strip as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 
7 may similarly have their bases cemented to the 
strip as an additional means of securing the ele 
ments to the latter. 
While in Fig. 8 an aligned series of brush ele 

ments B is shown as attached by the cementitious 
layer d to the supporting base or back D, it will 
be obvious that such elements may be similarly 
attached in spaced relation both longitudinally 
and transversely of the back. Furthermore, by 
making the elements of appropriate form and 
size, e. g. in the form of round bundles instead of 
the rectangular shape illustrated, the eifect of 
individual bristle tufts may be obtained by at 
taching elements of this type in spaced relation, 
as described,‘ onto the supporting base or back. _ 
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. The modi?ed method of manufacture illus 
trated in Fig. 9 involves the use of a press I com 
prising two die members 2 and 3, the same as il 
lustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, and the body A of 
strandedv or ?lamental material will be advanced 
through such press in the same manner as before 
so that successive sections of the closely com 
presed material may be cut off by shearing blade 
5. However, instead of utilizing a heated mem 
ber 6, which upon movement, across the exposed 
ends of such sheared body held between press 
members 2 and 3 will render such ends suf?cient 
ly plastic to interfuse and form a thin layer of 
the material to which each individual strand 
composing the body is integrally joined, a mem 
ber I!) is mounted for similar movement. "This 
member, as diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 
9, comprises a chamber adapted to contain ‘a 
body of the plastic material in ?uid condition, 
and, extending from the lower end of such 
heated chamber, a nozzle ll mountedso as to be 
capable of movement across and in close ?tting 
contact with the forward face of the press. ,The 
transverse extent of the opening in said nozzle 
will be slightly greater than that of the assembled 
body A of strands held in the press and thema 
terial in the nozzle will be maintained at the de 
sired temperature by means of electrical resist 
ance wires i2 imbedded in the nozzle, or other 
suitable means. ‘ . , . 

Movement of the nozzle is correlated with that 
of the shearing blade 5 so that following the 
severing of the projecting section of stranded 
body A the opening in the nozziewill be causedto 
pass across the exposed ends of the body held in 
the press. The temperature of the material in 
the nozzle will be sufficiently high so that as a 
result of the movement just described the ex 
posed ends of such assembly body will be ren 
dered sufficiently plastic to interfuse. and form 
a thin layer of the material to which each indi 
vidual strand composing the body is integrally 
joined, just as before. The base layer thus-pro 
duced will also include of course some of ' the 
heated fluid material supplied through the nozzle, 
but the result will be the production of a brush 
element substantially as illustrated in Figs. 3, 4 
and 5, when the body A of ?lamental brush ma 
terial is next advanced and the projecting por 
tion thereof sheared off, except that the base I)’ 
of such element may be made of somewhat 
greater thickness due to intrusion of such mol 
ten plastic from such nozzle. 
As previously indicated, while our improved 

method of brush manufacture is particularly 
adapted for use in making brush elements as de 
scribed from ?lamental material composed of 
plastic ?bers, such method is also adapted to the 
manufacture of the elements in question from 
?ne metal ?laments or strands. Particularly 
where the element is to be made from the latter, 
the modi?ed construction of apparatus illustrated 
in Fig. 9 will be desirably employed. In such case 
the molten material supplied from chamber‘ ll 
through nozzle i2. to the cut-off ends of the body 
of stranded material held in the press will be 
molten metal, preferably the same as that of 
which the strands are composed or one having a 
comparable temperature of fusion so that the 
ends of the strands thus held in the press will be 
interfused to provide. a thin base capable of 
flexure in its longitudinal direction. , 
A series of brush elements B’ thus produced is 

shown in Fig. 10 as arranged in a circular chan 
nel-form base C’ which differs from the base (3» 
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oft-the construction illustratedin-Figsns and '7 
in that ‘the side walls‘ 0’ -~ thereof extend a sub-: 
'stantial distance beyond the base blot thetbrush. 
element and are bent inwardly toward the median 
plane-came latten- As a resulttheouteriace of 
the brushelement-or assembled-series of such 
elements may be laterally compacted to such de 
gree-as may» be round “desirable [Lion-the. use to. 
which the. elements in i such >asselnbled vtorrn. ‘are 
to beput, or, conversely, ' as illustrated in ‘Fig. 12, 
‘suchouter-face may be allowed to spread so that 
the outer- width or the» .member is greater than 
that-‘of- the-base. - I 

Onesuch- ‘use, -viz.-as-a brush ‘seal for a bearing, 
is illustratedtin Figs‘ 12 and 13. - As there shown; 
the-circular base C21 is-press ?tted, or- otherwise 
closely held. withinthe-journal J of thebearing 
adjaeentthe bali race-R which terms vthe bearing‘ 
proper for the-shaft S rotatably'supported in such 
journah The laterally compacted outer-facev of 
the-?lamentoustbrush material held- inbase' C2 
will’ closelyand- yet yield-ingly contact with the 
cylindricalv surface‘ of i the shaft‘ and - provide‘v a 
most effective-forni- of- seal- against the entrance 
ofidust or evenobiectionablelgases into thebear~ 
ingliproper erany mechanism‘ lying beyond such 
bearing. When the-brush element is conformed 
and secured to theiinnenp'eriphery of an annular 
support asthus shown in- Figs. 12 and 13 with 
the strands extending generally radially inwardly 
there-lea resultant-spreading-of the already com 
pact materialzatlthe brush face, laterally con-lined 
and . ‘supported-- by ltheuradially inwardly flaringv 
side members. 0'. On- the‘, other hand, when the 
brushielement-is circularizedas shown in‘ Fig, 10 1 
or similarly deformed to. conform to a convexv 
mounting.» there-is-naturally a resultant lessening 
of the density ore-the brush face‘ since such‘ face 
lies ati-theouter periphery;- The side walls 0' of 
the-i-channeleformhbase _C’ may accordingly be 
inclined-‘toward ‘one another as shown inhFig.v 11‘ 
to compact suchvbrush- face, the latter-now being 
narrowerdthan' any other portion of the stranded 
body.» 
We areaware thatithasheretofore been‘ pro 

posed, asin Patent No'. 885,032 to De Ferranti; to 
usela ?lamentous element'on the order of a brush 
asta sealior packing inzeonjunctionwith a bear 

However.,~so.far as we are awarefn‘o some 
mercial use has ever; been made of- such-ta seal‘ 
becauseof the ‘failure to provide a construction 
of ,bnushia‘daspted- to‘ this particular kind, oi serv 
ice. This it is believed-is‘rdu‘e to-failure to» appre~ 
ciate; the fact that forming a brush convexly', as 
by'circularizing the. base thereof-about the err- 
ternahsurface of‘ a cylinder,- causes the-free ends 
o‘?the ?laments‘tcleseparate and form ur'idesi-rablex 
spacing‘ and passageways through: the seal» In: 
the ‘present construction, .in the ‘?rst; place,» not 
only is the circularizingpt the brush elements 
greatly facilitated byitheir unique‘ construction, 
but the objectionable feature just referred-td-is" 
eliminated by laterally compressing the body‘ of 
?lamentous material, in'l'such ‘a mannervthat' the 
free ends remain in close proximitm one‘ to-~an- 
other,~~af-ter~ vthey have been: formed to there‘ 
quiredshape. 
Furthermore, by introducing betweenh the 

strands‘ ‘of ?lamentous material of‘a member- such 
as illustrated. in Figs. 1-0;‘11v and i2; a resilient,‘ ‘ 
rubberelik'e material," such‘ member maybe 
adapted for use-was-a resilient-load-bearin'g'and» 
abrasion-(resisting » devices; To ~transforinic~ the 
member? to this‘: user-after ' being'iforr-nedi vthe; 
circular shape “illustrated,- ‘it' i will‘ be’ placed'-- in a 
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iiiold along with-‘the requisite quantity ofi'ubbe'r 
like material-in ?uid or plastie-condition-andthen 
the latter- I will be cured» in the usual’ manner: I 
From the foregoing it will be seen that the pres~ 

ent» improved construction of brush'eleine'nt not 
only lends-itself to (rapid and economical manu— 
facture,‘ butyisiadfapted- for ‘use in a variety of 
ways-in the vconstr'iiction oi- brushes- of different 
types, Thus ‘the brush strip; as illustrated-in 
Figs¢6 and 7, may beused to form-eithera ?at; 
circular-or cylindrical brush by attaching the 
channel base C-to a suitable support. Further 
mora-the component element B; where designed 
for use in the making of suchbrush strip=,-vmay be 
made considerably ‘longer than illustrated» Toy-‘as 
sembling ‘a correspondingly-larger body A or the 
stranded or ?lamentousmaterial and spreading‘ 
the same- out ?atwise-to ‘?ll a-oorrespondii-i'gly 
Wider: die- space 4 iii-the- press» composed-of die 
members-2 and-3'. It should be stated thatithe 
herein --described ‘short-trimmed form of brush 
elementcompcsed (if-relatively ?ne ‘?lamentous 
material,» _in‘ addition to the above» described use 
inbearing- seals; has been-found» to serve with a 

' high degree ofv satisfaction-as a seal around operi~ 
able windows L and-doors conveyances‘ and 
buildings; A brush suitable iorsuch» user-is cur} 
rently in demand for sealing purposes in aircraft 
gun turrets where the gunner must be protected 
fremthe high‘ velocity stream‘ of very cold" air 
that-would- otherwise interfere with his efficiency. 
Rubber seals‘have beentound entirely unsuitable 
for‘this-purp'ose and inrthisl-and-other-?elds a 
brush element-such- as described,‘-particularly 
where mounted in- a suitable channel base to form’ 
a brush strip, presents-marked advantages Simi 
larly' there may be other ?elds Of~use for the 
present improved-brush element where its funce 
tion is not precisely? that of a brush-in-the ordi 
nary'sense of~ thet'erni. - 
While in the foregoing description‘ thestranded 

or ?lamental» brush material is" composed-either 
of thermoplastic c'on'opoundrvyon tneloreer of 
those‘ specifically ‘identi?ed, orlof: wire- strands, 
it'is also‘ possible to utilize thepresentinipreved 
method for fabricating bru'shes-out oilother-ina 
terials such as natural ?bers or metal-strands 
by‘ ?rst applying to the‘ latter a oo'atuig of such‘ 
thermoplastic:materiall i such coating‘- may then 
lee-fused and the individual‘ strands unitedto the 
resulting: integumcntalbas'e in the sari/ire manner 
as where the strands are ‘composed ‘wholly of 
thermoplastic material. “ 

It’will'be' understood'lthat: the term “thermo- 
plastic materia- has used herein-1 is intended to 
apply equally‘ totsyn‘th'e‘tic ‘fiber forming products-v 
such as‘desc-ribed as Well asthevarious metals 
which-‘area available inistranded form‘. and. suit 
able for use- iru brushes . 
Other-modes of applying the p'rinoipleof our 

inyen-tionamay beemploye'dr-instead of ‘the one 
explained; ; change being .made'i " as’ regards the‘ 
product and method herein disclosed',=ipziovid'ed 
theistep' or steps stated ‘by any of-theufollowihg 
claimsor the" equivalent of-sueh stated step or 
steps be employed. 
We ‘therefore- particularly point out and‘ dis~~ 

tinctlyi-clairnas- our invention:- ' 
1. =In; a ‘method of making brush elements and‘ 

the likeiro-nr strand‘sicoziiposed atle'ast in ‘part 
of’ thermoplastic ‘material; the~<steps which 
comprise retainin'gha body=oi s'uch- shamans- 
posed; in substantially ‘parallel ‘relationship; in‘ de' e 
siredvcrossesectionali shape'with alignedL ends-‘cite 

' posedi-a?d then interfusin'g S1101‘! 'endS‘With' add?’ 
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tion of further molten material to form a thin, 
?exible sheet base for such element wherewith 
the individual strands are united. 

2. The combination with a brush element com~ 
prising a closely compacted body of thermoplas 
tic stranded material, the component strands 
thereof being joined by fusion at their base ends 
to form a thin ?exible sheet; of a concave sup 
port for said element to which such ?exible sheet 
is conformed, and means laterally con?ning and 
supporting said stranded material with the latter 
forming a brush face of greater width than the 
width of said body of thermoplastic stranded ma 
terial where joined to said sheet. 

3. As a new article of manufacture, a narrow 
elongated channelform support and an elongated 
?exible, deformable brush element clamped 
therein by the sides of such chanel, said brush 
element comprising a body of stranded thermo 
plastic material joined by fusion at the base ends 
of such strands into a narrow sheet of sufficient 
transverse in?exibility relative to the compressi 
bility of said body of strands to be thus securely 
laterally clamped by such channel sides and of 
sui?cient longitudinal ?exibility to readily con 
form to circularization and like deformation of 
said channelform support. 

4. In a method of making brush elements from 
strands composed at least in part of a thermo 
plastic material, the steps which comprise later 
ally compressing a body of such strands disposed 
in substantially parallel relationship in a die, 
such strands being drawn from a continuous 
source of supply of inde?nite length, passing a 
substantial body of molten thermoplastic mate 
rial across the assembled ends of such strands 
under pressure in contact therewith, thereby 
momentarily fusing the end portions thereof and 
also intruding such molten material to form a 
thin, quickly solidifying ?lm of such thermo 
plastic material including such fused ends, there 
by forming a unitary thin ?exible sheet base, re 
leasing such pressure, advancing such body of 
strands a predetermined distance beyond such 
die, again compressing such body of strands, 
severing such body between such die and such 
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integral unitary base portion to produce a brush 
element, and thereafter repeating such cycle. 

5. The combination with a brush element com 
prising a closely compacted body of thermoplastic 
stranded material, the component strands there~ 
of being joined by fusion at their base ends to 
a thin ?exible sheet; of an annular support for 
said element to the inner periphery of which 
such ?exible sheet is conformed and secured with 
such strands extending generally radially in 
wardly therefrom, and radially inwardly ?aring 
supporting means laterally con?ning and sup 
porting such stranded material, the brush face 
of such element being of correspondingly greater 
width than the base portion thereof. 

6. In a method of moving brush elements from 
strands composed at least in part of a thermo~ 
plastic material, the steps Which comprise com 
pressing a body of such strands disposed in sub 
stantially parallel relationship in desired cross 
sectional shape in a corresponding die opening, 
shearing off the portion of such body projecting 
beyond such opening, and then interfusing short 
but appreciable lengths of the end portions of 
such strands held thus compressed in such die by ' 
heating the same by intrusion of additional 
molten thermoplastic material to form a thin, 
?exible, sheet base for such element wherewith 
the individual strands are united. 
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